TRANSFORMER SPECIFICATIONS:
150 kVA 380/208Y/120 Delta
115°C Rise Above 40°C Ambient
220°C Insulation System
Aluminum Winding
Approximate Weight: 1090 lbs
Guaranteed Sound Level: 50 dB
Efficiency @35%: 96.3% Avg.
Conforms to NEMA TP-1 - 2002 and CSA C502.2

NOTES:
1) UL Listed (Meeting UL 1561 and CSA C22.2)
2) NEMA 2 vented enclosure
3) Minimum clearance of 3.00 [76] between vent openings, wall or other obstruction
4) Shaded areas denote customer conduit entrance locations, available both sides and bottom

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION:
To be compliant with the seismic requirements of ASCE/SEI 7, this unit has been qualified by shake table testing through self-certification to ICC ES ACT56. Contact your local Schneider Electric/Square D representative for related questions.